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A practical approach based on the on-site measurements
for the determination of network harmonic impedance is
described. Consideration of the determined impedance
values in the mathematical model of a real network is
discussed.
Results of mathematical simulations of intersystem faults
in a real network containing multiple multi-circuit OHLs
of different rated voltages and frequencies are presented
in the paper.
A novel simplified method for the estimation of the
energy released by an intersystem fault is suggested.
It is shown that the harmonic impedance has a significant
influence on the characteristics of the intersystem fault.

Abstract. The use of multi-circuit overhead transmission
lines (OHL) of different voltages and frequencies located on the
same pylons is widespread. It means that in case of an
intersystem fault the network equipment in both systems will be
influenced by current and voltages at frequencies which were
not designed for equipment operation. It can result in a damage
of the network equipment. The effects of intersystem faults in
the electrical network containing multi-circuit OHLs with
power circuits of different rated frequencies is studied in the
paper. A novel simplified method for the estimation of the
energy released by an intersystem fault is suggested.
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2. Analytic Considerations
An intersystem fault in the electrical network containing
multi-circuit OHL with power circuits of different rated
frequencies can be simplified considered as single pole
ground faults via some equivalent impedances for both
affected systems. The fault currents paths and the
equivalent impedances are dependent on star point
grounding, rated voltages and frequencies in the systems
under consideration.
Fig. 1 shows the simplified equivalent circuit diagram for
the analysis of an intersystem fault. Low-ohmic grounded
three-phase 50 Hz network and resonant earthed 16.7 Hz
two-phase network are presented in Fig. 1.
Low values of equipment impedances in the 50 Hz
network at the frequency 16.7 Hz determine the 16.7 Hz
fault current paths mainly through star points of the
three-phase network to the ground.
Petersen coil impedances in the 16.7 Hz network are high
at the frequency 50 Hz. It determines the 50 Hz fault
current paths mainly through equivalent phase-to-ground
impedances of transmission lines in the two-phase
network to the ground. It means that the values of the
equivalent phase-to-ground input impedance of the 16.7
Hz network at the frequency 50 Hz are decisive for the
characterization of the effects of the intersystem fault
under conditions presented in Fig. 1.
Other effect of high values of the impedances of 16.7 Hz
Petersen coils at the frequency 50 Hz is the presence of

1. Introduction
The use of multi-circuit overhead transmission lines
(OHL) of different voltages located on the same pylons is
widespread nowadays. In some cases power circuits of a
multi-circuit OHL are operating at different frequencies.
It means that if an intersystem fault occurs the network
equipment in both systems will be influenced by current
and voltages at frequencies which were not designed for
equipment operation. It can result in a damage of the
network equipment.
There are many publications about intersystem faults
between power circuits of the same frequency [1 – 4]. In
some publications the influences of intersystem faults in
hybrid AC/DC overhead transmission lines are analysed
[4 – 6]. But there are a few publications concerning
intersystem faults between power circuits of different
frequencies [7, 8].
The analysis of the effects caused by intersystem faults in
networks containing power circuits of different rated
frequencies is complicated due to the fact that the
network impedance at a non-rated frequency is usually
unknown.
The effects of intersystem faults in the electrical network
containing multi-circuit OHLs with power circuits of
different rated frequencies is studied in the paper.
Analytic consideration of the intersystem fault under
study is presented.
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significant 50 Hz phase-to-ground voltages at the star
points of two-phase network during intersystem faults.

circuit OHLs (A, B, C, D, E, F and G) with power
circuits of different rated frequencies and voltages. The
lengths of all OHLs are presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the typical common pylon of
multi-circuit OHLs combined 50 Hz and 16.7 Hz lines in
the network under consideration.

3. Case Study
Fig. 2 shows the real 16.7 Hz network containing multi-

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit diagram for the analysis of an intersystem fault

Fig. 2. Network for the intersystem fault analysis (lengths of multi-circuit OHL used common pylons are noted in bold type)
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5. Mathematical Modelling of the Network
Mathematical model of the network shown in Fig 2 was
created using MATLAB/Simulink software package.
Multi-circuit transmission lines and other OHLs were
modelled as distributed parameter line blocks with
consideration of all conductors and earth wires.
The standard MATLAB function power_lineparam [10]
was used for the parameterization of simulated OHL
blocks. This function computes matrices of RLC
parameters of overhead multi-conductor line from its
conductor characteristics and tower geometry. Self and
mutual resistance, inductance, potential coefficients
terms are determined taking into account conductor and
ground skin effects (depending on the considered ground
resistivity).

6. Results of Computations
Fig. 3. Typical pylon of a multi-circuit OHL

Main simulation results are presented in Fig. 6 and 7. It
can be seen in Fig, 6 and 7 that the calculated 50 Hz
values are depending on the equivalent network
impedance of the 16.7 Hz network at the frequency
50 Hz.
The 50 Hz star point voltages at the Petersen coil
locations (substations SS 2 and SS 5) in cases of minimal
(Z_min) and average (Z_avg) values of the 50 Hz
equivalent input impedance of the 16.7 Hz network are
presented in Fig. 6.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that 50 Hz star point voltages
in the 16.7 Hz network can override the values of
200 kV. It is much more than the phase-to-phase rated
voltage 110 kV of the 16.7 Hz network. And it is
significantly higher than the phase-to-star point rated
voltage 55 kV in the two-phase 16.7 Hz network.

4. Network Impedance Determination
The frequency 50 Hz is an interharmonic of the
fundamental frequency 16.7 Hz and is very close to the
3rd harmonic.
The CIGRE technique for the harmonic emission level
evaluation from an individual distorting load [9] was
used for the experimental determination of the equivalent
phase-to-ground input impedance values of the 16.7 Hz
network at the frequency 50 Hz. Fig. 4 and 5 show the
determined impedance values.
The determined values of network impedance were used
for the choice of network equivalent circuits for the
frequency 50 Hz and were implemented into the
mathematical model.

Fig. 4.

Time courses of 50 Hz impedances

Fig. 6.

50 Hz intersystem fault currents and 50 Hz voltages on the
Petersen coils at the star points of 16.7 Hz network (RMS
values)

Simplified estimations of the thermal energy which can
be released during the intersystem faults were carried out
taking into account the assumptions for the estimation of
thermal equivalent short-circuit current I th in [11]:

I th  I k" m  n
Fig. 5.

where

Cumulative frequency distributions of 50 Hz impedances
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(1)

I th - thermal equivalent short-circuit current,
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It was shown that the harmonic impedance of the
network has a significant influence on the characteristics
of the intersystem fault.
A novel simplified method for the estimation of the
energy released by an intersystem fault was suggested.
It was shown that the estimated values of the thermal
energy which can be released by intersystem faults can
be significantly higher than the energy capabilities of
conventional high voltage surge arresters.

I k" - initial symmetrical short-circuit current,
m, n - factors.
In case of the intersystem faults under study it can be
simplified assumed that I k"  I IS and m  n  1 .
The estimation of the released thermal energy can be
carried out as follows:

WIS  2  I IS  U Re s  Tk
where

(2)
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U Re s - residual voltages at the fault location,
Tk - duration of the intersystem fault.
Taking into consideration the duration Tk = 0.15 s based
on a typical reaction time of protection devices and
circuit breakers on a fault in the 380 kV network the
corresponding energy values can be calculated.
The intersystem fault energy values determined
according to (2) are presented in Fig. 7. It can be seen in
Fig. 7 that the calculated intersystem fault energy values
can reach the level over 320 MVAs. It must be noted that
this energy values are based on the apparent power
estimation.

Fig. 7.

50 Hz phase-to-ground residual voltages at the fault location
(RMS values) and 50 Hz intersystem fault energy

Energy capabilities of high voltage surge arresters are
usually specified in kJ/kV [12]. The maximal value of the
energy capability for the surge arresters up to 800 kV is
given in [12] as 15.4 kJ/kV. Taking into account the
energy values presented in Fig. 7 it can be concluded that
the estimated values of the thermal energy are
significantly higher than the energy capabilities of
conventional high voltage surge arresters. It corresponds
with the information in [8].

7. Conclusion
The analysis of intersystem faults in electrical networks
containing multi-circuit overhead transmission lines of
different voltages and frequencies was carried out.
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